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Abstract
In the computational-mechanics structural analysis of one-dimensional cellular automata the following automata-theoretic ana-
logue of the change-point problem from time series analysis arises:Given a string  and a collection {Di} of ﬁnite automata, identify
the regions of  that belong to eachDi and, in particular, the boundaries separating them. We present two methods for solving this
multi-regular language ﬁltering problem. The ﬁrst, although providing the ideal solution, requires a stack, has a worst-case compute
time that grows quadratically in ’s length and conditions its output at any point on arbitrarily long windows of future input. The
second method is to algorithmically construct a ﬁnite transducer that approximates the ﬁrst algorithm. In contrast to the stack-based
algorithm, however, the transducer requires only a ﬁnite amount of memory, runs in linear time, and gives immediate output for
each letter read; it is, moreover, the best possible ﬁnite-state approximation with these three features.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Imagine you are confronted with an immense one-dimensional dataset in the form of a string  of letters from a
ﬁnite alphabet . Suppose moreover that you discover that vast expanses of  are regular in the sense that they are
recognized by simple ﬁnite automata D1, . . . ,Dn. You might wish to bleach out these regular substrings so that only
the boundaries separating them remain, for this reduced presentation might illuminate ’s more subtle, larger-scale
structure.
Thismulti-regular language ﬁltering problem is the automata-theoretic analogue of several,more statistical, problems
that arise in a wide range of disciplines. Examples include estimating stationary epochs within time series (known as
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the change-point problem [28]), distinguishing gene sequences and promoter regions from enveloping junk dna [2],
detecting phonemes in sampled speech [16], and identifying regular segments within line-drawings [15], to mention
a few.
The multi-regular language ﬁltering problem arises directly in the computational-mechanics structural analysis of
cellular automata [5]. There, ﬁnite automata recognizing temporally invariant sets of strings are identiﬁed and then
ﬁltered from space-time diagrams to reveal systems of particles whose interactions capture the essence of how a cellular
automaton processes spatially distributed information.
We present two methods for solving the multi-regular language ﬁltering problem. The ﬁrst covers  with maximal
substrings recognized by the automata {Di}. The interesting parts of  are then located where these segments overlap
or abut. Although this approach provides the ideal solution to the problem, it unfortunately requires an arbitrarily deep
stack to compute, has a worst-case compute time that grows quadratically in ’s length, and conditions its output at any
point on arbitrarily long windows of future input. As a result, this method becomes extremely expensive to compute
for large data sets, including the expansive space-time diagrams that researchers of cellular automata often scrutinize.
The second method—and our primary focus—is to algorithmically construct a ﬁnite transducer that approximates
the ﬁrst, stack-based algorithm by printing sequences of labels i over segments of  recognized by the automaton Di .
When, at the end of such a segment, the transducer encounters a letter forbidden by the prevailing automaton Di , it
prints special symbols until it resynchronizes to a new automaton Dj . In this way, the transducer approximates the
stack-based algorithm by jumping from one maximal substring to the next, printing a few special symbols in between.
Since it does not jump to a new maximal substring until the preceding one ends, however, the transducer can miss
the true beginning of any maximal substring that overlaps with the preceding one. Typically, the beneﬁts of the ﬁnite
transducer outweigh the occurrence of such errors.
In contrast with the stack-based algorithm it approximates, however, the transducer requires only a ﬁnite amount of
memory, runs in linear time, and gives immediate output for each letter read—signiﬁcant improvements for cellular
automata structural analysis and, we suspect, for other applications as well. Put more precisely, the transducer is
Lipschitz-continuous (with Lipschitz constant one) under the cylinder-set topology, whereas the stack-based algorithm,
which conditions its output on arbitrarily long windows of future input, is generally not even continuous.
It is also worth noting that the transducers thus produced are the best possible approximations with these three
features and are identical to those that researchers have historically constructed by hand; cf. Ref. [6]. Our algorithm
thus relieves researchers of the tedium of constructing ever more complicated transducers.
1.1. Cellular automata
Before presenting our two ﬁltering methods, we introduce cellular automata in order to highlight an important setting
where the multi-regular language ﬁltering problem arises, as well as to give some visual intuition to our approach.
Let  be a discrete alphabet of k symbols.A local update rule of radius r is any function  : 2r+1 → . Given such
a function, we can construct a global mapping of bi-inﬁnite strings  : Z → Z, called a one-dimensional cellular
automaton (CA), by setting:
()i := (i−r . . . i . . . i+r ),
where i denotes the ith letter of the string . Since the image under of any period-N bi-inﬁnite string also has period
N, it is common to regard  as a mapping of ﬁnite strings, N → N . When regarded in this way, a CA is said to have
periodic boundary conditions.
For k = 2 and r = 1, there are precisely 256 local update rules, and the resulting CAS are called the elementary CAS
(or ECAS). Wolfram [26] introduced a numbering scheme for them: Order the neighborhoods 3 lexicographically and
interpret the symbols {() :  ∈ 3} as the binary representation of an integer between 0 and 255, with (0 0 0) as
least-signiﬁcant digit.
By interpreting a string’s letters as values assumed by the sites of a discrete lattice, a CA can be viewed as a spatially
extended dynamical system—discrete in time, space, and local state. Its behavior as such is often illustrated through
so-called space-time diagrams, in which the iterates {t (0)}t=0,1,2,... of an initial string 0 are plotted as a function
of time. Fig. 1, for example, depicts ECA 110 acting iteratively on an initial string of length N = 150.
Due to their appealingly simple architecture, researchers have studied CAS not only as abstract mathematical objects,
but asmodels for physical, chemical, biological, and social phenomena such as ﬂuidﬂow, galaxy formation, earthquakes,
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Fig. 1. A space-time diagram illustrating the typical behavior of ECA 110. Black squares correspond to 1s, and white squares to 0s.
chemical pattern formation, biological morphogenesis, and vehicular trafﬁc dynamics. Additionally, they have been
used as parallel computing devices, both for the high-speed simulation of scientiﬁc models and for computational
tasks such as image processing. More generally, CAS have provided a simpliﬁed setting for studying the “emergence”
of cooperative or collective behavior in complex systems. The literature for all these applications is vast and includes
Refs. [3,12,14,17,21,24,20,8,25,27].
1.2. Computational-mechanics structural analysis of CAs
The computational-mechanics [9,10] structural analysis of a CA rests on the discovery of a “pattern basis”—a
collection {Di} of automata that describe the emergent structural components in the CA’s space-time behavior [6,18].
Once such a pattern basis is found, conforming regions of space-time can be seen as background domains through
which coherent structures not ﬁtting the basis move. In this way, structural features set against the domains can be
identiﬁed and analyzed.
More formally, Crutchﬁeld and Hanson deﬁne a regular domainD to be a regular language (the collection of strings
recognized by some ﬁnite automaton) that is:
1. temporally invariant—the CA maps D onto itself; that is, n[D] = D for some n > 0—and
2. spatially homogeneous—the same pattern can occur at any letter; that is, the recurrent states in the minimal ﬁnite
automaton recognizing D are strongly connected.
It turns out that, for a given CA, these two conditions establish an algebraic ﬁxed-point equation, the solutions of which
can be enumerated. Thus, with some effort, one can calculate the domains for a given CA.
However one discovers a CA’s regular domains—either through the algebraic solution, by visual inspection, or by an
automated inductionmethod such as the -machine reconstruction algorithm [5]—the corresponding space-time regions
are, in a sense, understood. Given this level of discovered regularity, we bleach out the domain-conforming regions
from space-time diagrams, leaving only “un-modeled” deviations, whose dynamics can then be studied. Sometimes,
as is the case for the CAS we exhibit here, these deviations resemble particles and, by studying the characteristics of
these particle-like deviations—how they move and what happens when they collide—we hope to understand the CA’S
(possibly hidden) computational capabilities.
Consider, for example, the apparently randombehavior of ECA 18, illustrated in Fig. 2.Although no coherent structures
present themselves to the eye, computational-mechanics structural analysis lays bare particles hidden within its output:
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Fig. 2. (Left) Space-time diagram illustrating the typical behavior of ECA 18—a CA exhibiting apparently random behavior, i.e., the set of length-L
spatial strings has a positive entropy density asL → ∞. (Right) The same space-time diagram ﬁltered with the regular domainD = sub([0(0+1)]∗).
(After Ref. [7].)
Filtering its space-time diagrams with the regular domain D = sub([0(0 + 1)]∗)—where sub(L) denotes the regular
language consisting of all subwords of strings belonging to the regular language L—reveals a system of particles that
follow random walks and pairwise annihilate whenever they touch [18,7,11]. Thus, by ﬁltering the CA’s deterministic
behavior on strings, we discover higher-level stochastic particle dynamics. Although this loss of deterministic detail
may at ﬁrst seem conceptually unsatisfying, the resulting view is more structurally detailed than the vague classiﬁcation
of ECA 18 as “chaotic”.
Thus, discovering domains and ﬁltering them from space-time diagrams is essential to understanding the information
processing embedded within a ca’s output.
2. Method 1—ﬁltering with a stack
We now present the ﬁrst method for solving the general multi-regular language ﬁltering problem with which we
began. Although the following method is perhaps the most thorough and easiest to describe, it requires an arbitrarily
deep stack to compute. Its description will rest upon a few basic ideas from automata theory. (Please refer to the ﬁrst
few paragraphs of Appendix A, up to and including Lemma A.1, where these preliminaries are reviewed.)
To ﬁlter a string , this method identiﬁes the collection of its maximal substrings that the automata {Di} accept.
More formally, given a string , let a,b denote the substring aa+1 · · · b for integers ab. If  is bi-inﬁnite, extend
this notation so that a = −∞ and b = ∞ denote the intuitive inﬁnite substrings. Place a partial ordering ≺ on all such
substrings by setting a,b ≺ a′,b′ if a′abb′. Then letPmax({Di}, ) denote the collection of maximal substrings
a,b (with respect to ≺) that the {Di} accept—or, in symbols, let:
Pmax({Di}, ) := {a,b ∈ P : there is no ′ ∈ P with a,b ≺ ′},
where P := {a,b : Di accepts a,b for some i}.
The following algorithm can be used to compute Pmax({Di}, ).
Algorithm 1. Input: The automata D1, . . . ,Dn and the length-N string .
Let A := Det(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn).
Let s0 be A’s unique start state.
Let S and M be empty stacks.
For j = 1 . . . N do
Push (s0, j) onto S.
For each (s, i) ∈ S do
If there is a transition (s, j , s′) ∈ T (A)
then replace (s, i) with (s′, i) in S.
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Otherwise, remove (s, i) from S.
If, in addition, (s, i) was at the bottom of S
then push the pair (i, j − 1) onto M.
Let (sf , if ) be the pair at the bottom of S.
Push (if , N) onto M.
Output: M.
The following proposition is easily veriﬁed, and we state it without proof.
Proposition 1. If is aﬁnite string and if M is the output of the above algorithmwhen applied to, thenPmax({Di}, )
= {a,b : (a, b) ∈ M}.
We summarize Proposition 1 by saying that Algorithm 1 solves the local ﬁltering problem in the sense that it
can compute Pmax({Di}, w) over a ﬁnite, contractible window w. (By contractible we mean that periodic boundary
conditions along the boundary of w are ignored.)
The global ﬁltering problem, which takes into account periodic boundary conditions, is considerably more subtle. A
somewhat pedantic example is ﬁltering the bi-inﬁnite string 0Z consisting entirely of 0s with the language sub[(0m1)∗].
(Recall that sub(L) is our notation for the collection of substrings of strings belonging to L.) The local approach
applied to a ﬁnite length-N window 0N , where N < m, will return 0N itself as its single maximal substring; i.e.,
Pmax({sub[(0m1)∗]}, 0N) = {0N }. In contrast, the global ﬁlter of 0Z will consist of heavily overlapping length-m
substrings beginning and ending at every position within 0Z:
Pmax
(
{sub[(0m1)∗]}, 0Z
)
=
{
0Za+10Za+2 · · · 0Za+m : a ∈ Z
}
.
Fortunately, by examining sufﬁciently large ﬁnite windows, Algorithm 1 can also be used to solve this more subtle
global ﬁltering problem in the case of a bi-inﬁnite string that is periodic. The following Lemma captures the essential
observation.
Lemma 1. Suppose  is a period-N bi-inﬁnite string. Then every maximal substring a,b ∈ Pmax({Di}, ) must have
length m · N , where m := max{|S(Di )|}i , or else Pmax({Di}, ) must consist of −∞,∞ = , alone.
Proof. Our argument is a variation on the proof of the classical Pumping Lemma from automata theory. Suppose that
a,b ∈ Pmax({Di}, ), a and b are ﬁnite, and b−a+1 > m·N . Then one of the domains, sayDi , accepts a,b. By deﬁni-
tion, this means there is a sequence of transitions in T (Di ) of the form (sa, a, sa+1), (sa+1, a+1, sa+2), . . . , (sb, b,
sb+1). Consider the sequence of pairs:
{(si, i modN)}bi=a ⊂ S(Di ) × ZN.
Since:
b − a + 1 > m · N |S(Di ) × ZN |,
the Pigeonhole Principle implies that this sequencemust repeat—say (sl, l modN) = (sl′ , l′ modN) for integers l < l′.
But then Di must also accept any string of the form:
aa+1 · · · l (l+1 · · · l′)∗l′+1 · · · b.
Since l modN = l′ modN , such strings correspond to arbitrarily long substrings of the original bi-inﬁnite string .As a
result, a,b cannot bemaximal. This contradiction implies that either (i) a and b are not both ﬁnite or (ii) b−a+1m·N .
A straightforward generalization of our argument in fact shows that either (i) both a and b are inﬁnite or (ii) b−a+1
m · N . 
A consequence of Lemma 1 is that we can solve the global ﬁltering problem by applying Algorithm 1 to a window
of length mN + 1.
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Proposition 2. Suppose  is a period-N bi-inﬁnite string and that M′ is the output of Algorithm 1 when applied to
the ﬁnite string ′ := 12 · · · mN+1, where m := max{|S(Di )|}i . Then:
Pmax({Di}, ) = {a+qN,b+qN : (a, b) ∈ M′ , q ∈ Z} ,
unless M′ consists of (1,mN + 1) alone, in which case Pmax({Di}, ) = {−∞,∞ = }.
The major drawback of Algorithm 1, however, is its worst-case compute time.
Proposition 3. The worst-case performance of the stack-based ﬁltering algorithm (Algorithm 1) has order O(N2),
where N is the length of the input string .
Proof. For each j = 1 . . . N , the algorithm pushes a new pair (s0, j) onto the stack S and then advances each pair on
S. In the case thatA accepts the entire string , the algorithm will never remove any pairs from S and will thus advance
a total of
∑N
j=1 j = 12N(N + 1) pairs. The proposition follows since it is possible to advance each pair in constant
time. 
3. Method 2—ﬁltering with a ﬁnite transducer
The second method—and our primary focus—is to algorithmically construct a ﬁnite transducer that approximates
the stack-based Algorithm 1 by printing sequences of labels i over segments of  recognized by the automaton Di .
When, at the end of such a segment, the transducer encounters a letter forbidden by the prevailing automaton Di , it
prints special symbols until it resynchronizes to a new automaton Dj . The special symbols consist of labels for the
kinds of domain-to-domain transition and , which indicates that classiﬁcation is ambiguous.
In this way, the transducer approximates the stack-based algorithm by jumping from one maximal substring to the
next, printing a few special symbols in between. Since it does not jump to a new maximal substring until the preceding
one ends, however, the transducer canmiss the true beginning of anymaximal substring that overlaps with the preceding
one. But if no more than two maximal substrings overlap at any given point of , then it is possible to combine the
output of two transducers, one reading left-to-right and the other reading right-to-left, to obtain the same output as the
stack-based algorithm.
These shortcomings are minor and, in exchange, the transducer gains several signiﬁcant advantages over the stack-
based algorithm it approximates: It requires only a ﬁnite amount of memory, runs in linear time, and gives immediate
output for each letter read.
Although ﬁnite transducers are generally considered less sophisticated than stack-based algorithms in the sense
of computational complexity, the construction of this transducer is considerably more intricate than the preceding
stack-based algorithm and is, in fact, our principal aim in the following.
Our approach will be to construct a transducer Filter({Di}) by ‘ﬁlling in’ the forbidden transitions of the automaton
A := Det(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn). We will thus tie our hands behind our backs at the outset by permitting the transducer to
remember only as much about past input as does the automaton A while recognizing domain strings.
Unfortunately, A’s states will generally preserve too little information to facilitate optimal resynchronization. It is
possible, however, to begin with elaborately constructed, equivalent, non-minimal domainsD′i that yield an automaton
A′ := Det(D′1 unionsq · · · unionsq D′n) whose states do preserve just enough information to facilitate optimal resynchronization.
The transducer obtained by ‘ﬁlling in’ the forbidden transitions of this automatonA′ represents the best possible (ﬁnite
transducer) approximation of the stack-based algorithm. We present a preprocessing algorithm which produces these
equivalent, non-minimal domains {D′i} = Optimize({Di}) at the end of our discussion of Method-2 ﬁltering.
The idea underlying our construction is the following. Suppose that while reading the string  we are recognizing
an increasingly long string accepted by Di when we encounter a forbidden letter a. In accepting  up to this point, the
automaton A will have reached a certain state s ∈ S(A) that has no outgoing transition corresponding to the letter a.
Our goal is to create such a transition by examining the collection of all possible strings that could have placed us in
the state s and to resynchronize to the state of A that is most compatible with the potentially foreign strings obtained
by appending to these strings the forbidden letter a.
In this situation there will be two natural desires. On the one hand, we wish to unambiguously resynchronize to
as speciﬁc a domain state as possible; but, on the other, we wish to rely on as little of the imagined past as possible.
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Fig. 3. The domains D1 and D2 (top) and the automaton A = Det(D1 unionsq D2) (bottom). Start states are indicated by dotted arrows from the word
“Start”, and ﬁnal states are darkened. Notice that the states of A correspond to collections of states of D1 and D2 and that the former are naturally
injected into the latter, here by the map n 
→ [n].
(We use the term imagined because our transducer remembers only the state s ∈ S(A) we have reached—not the
particular string that placed us there.) To reﬂect these desires, we introduce a partial ordering on the collection of
potential resynchronization states {Sd,}, where d measures the “depth” of resynchronization and  the length of
imagined past.
We now implement this intuition in full detail. Our exposition relies heavily on ideas from automata theory.
(We now urge reading Appendix A in its entirety.)
As above, let A := Det(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn) and let S(A)
A
↪→ {S ⊂ S(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn)} be the natural injection provided
by Lemma A.1 in Appendix A. Assume that there is a natural injection S(D1) unionsq · · · unionsq S(Dn) ↪→ S(A) and that we
can therefore regard the sets S(Di ) as subsets of S(A). An example of this situation is depicted in Fig. 3. A sufﬁcient
condition for the existence of such an injection is that each Di is minimal and that Lang(Di ) ⊂ Lang(Dl ) for i = l.
Minimality is far from required, however, and the assumption is valid for amuch larger class of domains. (Put informally,
it sufﬁces if we can associate to each state s ∈ S(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn) a string that corresponds to a unique path through
D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn—one that leads to s.)
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Let T be a transducer with the same states, start state, and ﬁnal states as A, but with the transitions:
T (T ) := {(s, a|(b1, b2, . . . , bn), s′) : (s, a, s′) ∈ T (A)} ,
where:
bi =
{
1 if A(s′) ∩ S(Di ) = ∅,
0 otherwise.
The output symbol (b1, b2, . . . , bn) thus encodes which domains the present maximal string might belong to. If there
are only two domains, i.e., if n = 2, then we can simplify notation by writing 1 in place of (1, 0), 2 in place of (0, 1),
and  in place of (1, 1). Next, we introduce additional output symbols for domain-to-domain transitions.
The transducer T ’s input, In(T ), recognizes precisely those strings recognized by the given domains. Our goal is to
extend T by introducing transitions of the form:
{(s, a|h(s, a), g(s, a)) : s ∈ S(T ) = S(A), a ∈ , and there are no transitions of the form (s, a, s′) ∈ T (A)},
where the functions g(s, a) and h(s, a) are deﬁned in the following paragraphs. The transducer Filter({Di}) obtained
by adding these transitions to T will then have the desired property that its input In(Filter({Di})) will accept all
strings [1].
Let Wl denote the collection of strings corresponding to length-l paths through A beginning in any of its states, but
ending in state s, and let Wl · a denote the collection of strings obtained by appending the letter a to the strings of Wl .
The strings
⋃
l0 Wl · a are accepted by the ﬁnite automaton As,a obtained by adding a new state f and a transition
(s, a, f ) to A, and by setting Start(As,a) := S(As,a) and Final(As,a) := {f }. An example is shown in Fig. 4, where
the four-state domain has a transition added from state [2] on symbol 1, which was originally forbidden.
In order to choose the resynchronization state g(s, a) for the forbidden transition (s, a), we examine the strings
of
⋃
l0 Wl · a that also belong to one or more of the domains {Di}. We do this by constructing the automaton
Det(As,a) ∩ A, which we call the resynchronization automaton. By Lemma A.2, there is a natural, although not
necessarily injective, projection:
 : S(Det(As,a) ∩ A) → S(A)
given by the composition:
S(Det(As,a) ∩ A) ↪→ S(Det(As,a)) × S(A) → S(A) ,
where the right-most map is projection to the second factor.
The resynchronization automaton Det(As,a) ∩ A may reveal several possible resynchronization states. To help
distinguish among them, we put them into sets {Sd,} where d measures the “depth” of resynchronization and  the
length of imagined past. More precisely, let Sd, denote those states s′ ∈ S(A) to which  associates at least one state
of Final(Det(As,a) ∩ A) (i.e., s′ = (s′′) for at least one s′′ ∈ Final(Det(As,a) ∩ A)) satisfying the following two
conditions: (1) s′ corresponds, under LemmaA.1, to states belonging to precisely d of the domainsD1 unionsq · · · unionsqDn, and
(2) there is a length- path from the unique start state of Det(As,a) ∩ A to s′.
Give the sets {Sd,} the dictionary ordering; that is, let Sd, < Sd ′,′ if d < d ′ or if d = d ′ ∧  < ′. The set Sn,0
consists of the unique start state of Det(As,a) ∩ A. Thus, by the well ordering principle, {Sd,} must contain a least
set consisting of a single state, say {s′}. Let g(s, a) := s′, and let h(s, a) := h′(s, s′) = h′(s, g(s, a)), where h′ is any
injection S(T )× S(T ) ↪→ Z (chosen independently of s and a). Thus, ′(T ) ⊂ (Z2 × · · · × Z2)unionsq Z unionsq Z. An example
of this construction is shown in Fig. 5.
The transducer is completed by repeating the above steps for all forbidden transitions (s, a).
3.1. Computability of the transducer Filter({Di})
Although the transducer Filter({Di}) is well deﬁned, it is perhaps not immediately clear that it is computable. After
all, we appealed to the well ordering principle to obtain a least singleton set {s′} among the sets {Sd,}. In fact, inﬁnitely
many sets Sd, precede the stated upper bound Sn,0—for instance, all of the sets S1,N do, provided n > 1.
The construction is nevertheless computable, because for each d the sequence of sets Sd,N must eventually repeat.
In fact, we can compute this sequence of sets exactly by automata-theoretic means.
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Fig. 4. The semi-deterministic automaton A[2],1 (top) obtained by adding a state f = [9] and its deterministic version Det(A[2],1) (bottom) with
states relabeled with the integers 1 . . . 17 in order to simplify later diagrams.
Proposition 4. The transducer Filter({Di}) is computable.
Proof. For any automaton C, let Z[C] denote the automaton obtained by relabeling all of C’s transitions with 0s. This
automaton will almost certainly be nondeterministic. The equivalent deterministic automaton Det(Z[C]) is useful,
because the state it reaches when accepting the string 0l corresponds precisely, under LemmaA.1, to the collection of
states that can be reached by length-l paths through C.
Moreover, since Det(Z[C]) is deﬁned over a single letter, yet deterministic and ﬁnite, it must have a special graphical
structure: its single start state s0 must lead to a ﬁnite loop after a ﬁnite chain of non-recurrent states. (Actually, if C has
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Fig. 5. The resynchronization automaton Det(A[2],1) ∩ A (top). Here S1,3 consists of the state (13, [6]) alone, and all other S1,• are empty. So we
choose s′ = [6] and add a transition ([2], 1|h′([2], [6]), [6]) to T (bottom).
no loops whatsoever, there will not even be a loop.) Thus, its states have a linear ordering: s0 0→ s1 0→ · · · 0→ sm 0→
sm+1
0→ · · · 0→ sm+m′ 0→ sm. An example is illustrated in Fig. 6, where m = 4 and m′ = 0.
By Lemma A.1 the states {sk} correspond to collections of states of C under an injection:
Z[C] : S(Det(Z[C])) ↪→{S ⊂ S(Z[C])}
= {S ⊂ S(C)}.
Let C := Det(As,a) ∩ A in the preceding discussion. As before, by Lemma A.2, there is a projection:
 : S(Det(As,a) ∩ A) → S(A).
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Fig. 6. The automaton Z[Det(D[2],11 ) ∩ A] (top) and its deterministic version Det(Z[Det(D[2],11 ) ∩ A]) (bottom).
Let S∗, ⊂ S(A) denote those states deﬁned by the formula:
S∗, := [Z[C](s) ∩ Final(Det(As,a) ∩ A)] .
Finally, letSd,∗ denote those states ofA that correspond to states belonging to precisely d of the domainsD1unionsq· · ·unionsqDn;
that is, let:
Sd,∗ := {s′ ∈ S(A) : A(s′) ∩ S(Di ) = ∅ for precisely d values of i},
where A : S(A) ↪→ {S ⊂ S(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn)} is the natural injection provided by Lemma A.1.
The sets Sd, can then be computed as the intersections Sd,∗ ∩ S∗,, and we need only examine these for 1dn
and 0m + m′ to discover the singleton {s′} appearing ﬁrst in the dictionary ordering. 
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We summarize the entire algorithm.
Algorithm 2. Input: Domains D1, . . . ,Dn.
– Let A := Det(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn).
– Make A into a transducer T by adding to each transition the output symbol (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Z2 × · · · × Z2, where
bi is 1 iff the ending state of the transition corresponds to a state of the domain Di . (Note that if there are only two
domains, i.e. if n = 2, then we can simplify notation by writing 1 in place of (1, 0), 2 in place of (0, 1), and  in
place of (1, 1).)
– Choose an injection h′ : S(A) × S(A) ↪→ Z.
– For each forbidden transition (s, a) ∈ S(A) × (A), add a transition to T through the following procedure do:
– Construct the automaton As,a by adding to A the transition (s, a, f ), where f is a new state, and by letting f
be its only ﬁnal state.
– Construct the automaton Det(Z[Det(As,a) ∩ A]), where Z[C] is the automaton obtained by relabeling all of
C’s transitions with 0s. Its states will have a natural linear ordering s0 → s1 → · · · → sm+m′ .
– Let Sd,∗ and S∗, be the subsets of S(A) deﬁned by:
S∗, := [Det(Z[Det(As,a)∩A])(s) ∩ Final(Det(As,a) ∩ A)] and
Sd,∗ := {s′ ∈ S(A) : A(s′) ∩ S(Di ) = ∅ for precisely d values of i},
– Find the singleton set {s′} among the sets:
{Sd,∗ ∩ S∗, : 1dn, 0m + m′}
that occurs ﬁrst under the dictionary ordering.
– Add the transition (s, a|h′(s, s′), s′) to T .
Output: Filter({Di}) := T .
3.1.1. Algorithmic complexity
Proposition 5. The worst-case performance of the transducer-constructing algorithm (Algorithm 2) has order no
greater than:
|A| · (|| − 1) · exp ◦ exp (2 · |A| + 1) ,
where |A| has order exp(|D1| + · · · + |Dn|).
Proof. The algorithm’s most expensive step is the computation of Det(Z[Det(As,a) ∩ A]). Unfortunately, because
computing Det(G) has order exp(|G|), and because computing G ∩ H has order |G| · |H|, this computation has order
exp ◦ exp (2 · |A| + 1).
Finally, recall that the algorithm computes Det(Z[Det(As,a) ∩ A]) for every forbidden transition (s, a) of A. A
rough upper bound for the number of such transitions is |A| · (|| − 1). From these two upper bounds the proposition
follows. 
Although this analysis may at ﬁrst seem to objurgate the transducer-constructing algorithm, the reader should realize
that, once computed, T can be very efﬁciently used to ﬁlter arbitrarily long strings. That is, unlike the stack-based
algorithm, its performance is linear in string length. Thus, one pays during the ﬁlter design phase for an efﬁcient
run-time algorithm—a trade-off familiar, for example, in data compression.
3.2. Constructing optimal transducers from non-minimal domains, a preprocessing step to Algorithm 2
Recall that we constructed the transducer Filter({Di}) by ‘ﬁlling in’ the forbidden transitions of the automaton
A := Det(D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn). This proved somewhat problematic, however, because A’s states do not always preserve
enough information about past input to unambiguously resynchronize to a unique, recurrent domain state. In order to
help discriminate among the several possible resynchronization states, we introduced the partially ordered sets {Sd,}.
But even so, several attractive resynchronization states may have fallen into the same set Sd,. So, having no objective
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way to choose among them, we resigned ourselves to a less attractive resynchronization state occurring in a later set
Sd ′,′ , simply because it appeared alone there, making our choice unambiguous. If only the states of the automaton A
preserved slightly more information about past input, then such compromises could be avoided.
In this section we present an algorithm that splits the states of a given collection {Di} of domains to obtain an
equivalent collection {D′i} = Optimize({Di}) of domains that preserve just enough information about past input to
enable unambiguous resynchronization in the transducer obtained by ﬁlling in the forbidden transitions of the automaton
A′ := Det(D′1 unionsq · · · unionsq D′n).
Wewill accomplish this by associating to each state s ofD := D1unionsq· · ·unionsqDn a collection	(s) of automata that partition
past input strings into equivalence classes corresponding to individual resynchronization states.Wewill then reﬁne these
partitions so that D’s transition structure lifts to them and thus obtain the desired domains {D′i} = Optimize({Di}).
This procedure, taken as a preprocessing step toAlgorithm 2, will produce the best possible transducer for Method-2
multi-regular language ﬁltering.
We now state our construction formally. If s′ ∈ S(A), then letAs′ denote the automaton that is identical toA except
that its only ﬁnal state is s′. Additionally, if (s, a) is a forbidden transition of the automaton D, then let B(s, a, s′)
denote the automaton that is identical to the automaton Det(As,a) ∩ As′ except that its ﬁnal states are those that are
‘an a away’ from a ﬁnal state of Det(As,a)∩As′ . That is, the ﬁnal states of B(s, a, s′) are the states {s′f : (s′f , a, sf ) ∈
T (Det(As,a) ∩ As′), s′f ∈ Final(Det(As,a) ∩ As′)}. We write:
B(s, a, s′) · a := Det(As,a) ∩ As′ .
Note that in most cases Lang(B(s, a, s′)) will be empty.
Next we associate to each state s ∈ S(D) a collection 	(s) of automata. If the state s has no forbidden transitions,
let 	(s) := {∗}. If the state s has at least one forbidden transition, however, then let 	(s) denote the collection of
automata:
	(s) := Disjoin({∗ · B(s, a, s′) : (s, a, s′′) ∈ T (A), s′ ∈ S(A)}),
whereDisjoin({C
}) denotes the coarsest partition of⋃
 Lang(C
) by automata {E} that is compatiblewith the automata
{C
}. That is, Disjoin({C
}) denotes the smallest collection {E} of automata satisfying (i)⋃ Lang(E) = ⋃
 Lang(C
)
and (ii) Lang(C
) ∩ Lang(E) is either empty or equal to Lang(E) for all 
 and .
It is possible to compute Disjoin({C
}) inductively with the formula:
Disjoin({C1, C2, . . . , Cm}) = {C1 \ (C2 unionsq · · · unionsq Cm)} ∪ {C1 ∩ C′ : C′ ∈ Disjoin({C2, . . . , Cm})}
∪{C1 \ C′ : C′ ∈ Disjoin({C2, . . . , Cm})}.
Note that
⋃
E∈	(s) Lang(E) = ∗ for all s ∈ S(D). This is because Lang(B(s, a, s′)) contains only the empty string
if s′ is the unique state reached on input a fromA’s starting state—that is, if (s0, a, s′) ∈ T (A), where {s0} = Start(A).
Our goal is to create for each original domainDi an equivalent domainD′i by splitting each state s ∈ S(Di ) into states
of the form (s, E), where E ∈ 	(s). But to endow these split states with a transition structure equivalent to Di’s, we
typically must reﬁne the sets 	(s) further. We must construct a reﬁnement 	′(s) of each 	(s) with the property that if
(s, a, s′) is a transition ofDi , then to eachE ∈ 	′(s) there corresponds a uniqueE ′ ∈ 	′(s′)withLang(E ·a) ⊂ Lang(E ′).
Given such reﬁnements 	′(s), we can take the pairs {(s, E) : s ∈ S(Di ), E ∈ 	′(s)} as the states of D′i and equip them
with transitions of the form (s, E) a→(s′, E ′), and thus obtain an equivalent, but non-minimal, domain D′i .
The following algorithm can be used to compute the desired reﬁnements 	′(s).
Algorithm 3. Input:A domain D and a function 	 that assigns to each state s ∈ S(D) a collection 	(s) of automata
that partition ∗.
For each s ∈ S(D), let:
	′(s) := Disjoin (∪{	′(s, a, s′) : (s, a, s′) ∈ T (D)}) ,
where:
	′(s, a, s′) := {E ′′ } and
{E ′′ · a} := {(E · a) ∩ E ′ : E ∈ 	(s), E ′ ∈ 	(s′)}.
If 	′ = 	
then repeat with 	′ in place of 	.
Output: 	′.
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Proposition 6. Algorithm 3 eventually terminates, producing the coarsest possible reﬁnements 	′(s) of 	(s) compat-
ible with D’s transition structure.
Proof. We construct ﬁne, but ﬁnite, reﬁnements that are compatible withD’s transition structure, then use this result to
conclude that Algorithm 3 must eventually terminate. Moreover, we also conclude that, when Algorithm 3 terminates,
it produces the coarsest possible reﬁnements that are compatible with D’s transition structure.
Let {Ei} denote the potentially large, but ﬁnite, collection of automata:
{Ei}Ni=1 := Disjoin
( ⋃
s∈S(D)
	(s)
)
,
which partition ∗.
We reﬁne the partition {Ei} to make it compatible with D’s transitions by examining the automaton F := Det(E1 unionsq
· · · unionsq EN). Since the automata {Ei} cover ∗, the deterministic automaton F can have no forbidden transitions, and all
its states must be ﬁnal. Moreover, because the automata {Ei} are disjoint, each of F’s states must correspond (under
the natural injection F of Lemma A.1) to ﬁnal states of precisely one automaton Ei . In this way, the automata {Ei}
correspond to a partition of the states of F .
Since each automaton Ei is equivalent to the automaton obtained by restricting F’s ﬁnal states to those states
corresponding (under F ) to ﬁnal states of Ei , we can reﬁne the partition {Ei} by reﬁning this partition of F’s states.
Although a coarser reﬁnement may sufﬁce, we can always choose the partition consisting of single states. That is,
if s ∈ S(F), let Fs denote the automaton that is identical to the automaton F except that its only ﬁnal state is s.
Then {Fs : s ∈ S(F)} is a reﬁnement of the partition {Ei} with the special property that for each automaton Fs and
a ∈ (F), there is a unique automaton Fs′ such that Fs · a = Fs′ . Indeed, since F is deterministic, s′ is the unique
state corresponding to a transition (s, a, s′) ∈ T (F).
If we let 	′′(s) := {Fs′ : s′ ∈ S(F)} for each state s ∈ S(D), then we obtain ﬁnite reﬁnements of 	(s) compatible
with D’s transition structure, as desired.
This result implies thatAlgorithm 3 must eventually terminate.After all, every reﬁnement thatAlgorithm 3 performs
must already be reﬂected in 	′′(s). Moreover, since every reﬁnement that the algorithm performs is essential to
compatibility with D’s transition structure, the algorithm must, upon termination, produce the coarsest (smallest)
compatible reﬁnement possible. 
We summarize the entire Optimize(−) algorithm:
Algorithm 4. Input: Domains D1, . . . ,Dn.
Let D := D1 unionsq · · · unionsq Dn.
For each s ∈ S(D) do
If s has no forbidden transitions
then let 	(s) := {∗}.
Otherwise, let 	(s) be the partition:
Disjoin({∗ · B(s, a, s′) : (s, a, s′′) ∈ T (D), s′ ∈ S(D)})
Apply Algorithm 3 to 	 (w.r.t. D) to obtain 	′.
For i = 1, . . . , n do
Let D′i be the automaton with states:{(s, E) : s ∈ S(Di ), E ∈ 	′(s)}
and with transitions of the form:
((s, E), a, (s′, E ′))
where (s, a, s′) ∈ T (Di ) and E ′ is the unique automaton in 	′(s′) satisfying:
Lang(E · a) ⊂ Lang(E ′).
Output: Optimize({Di}) := {D′i}.
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Fig. 7. The positive-entropy domains D1 and D2 of the binary, next-to-nearest neighbor CA 2614700074. (After Ref. [6].)
When applied to the domains D1 and D2 in Fig. 7, for example, Algorithm 4 produces the equivalent, non-minimal
domains {D′1,D′2} = Optimize({D1,D2}) shown in Fig. 8. Notice these domains’ many non-recurrent states. These
have almost no effect on the automaton A′ := Det(⊔i D′i ).
4. Applications
We now present four applications to illustrate how the stack-based Algorithm 1 and its transducer approximation
(Algorithms 2 and 4) solve the multi-regular language ﬁltering problem. The ﬁrst is the cellular automaton ECA 110,
shown previously. Its rather large ﬁltering transducer is quite tedious to construct by hand, but Algorithm 2 produces
it handily. The second example, ECA 18, which we have also already seen, illustrates the stack-based Algorithm 1’s
ability to detect overlapping domains. The third example shows our methods’ power to detect structures in the midst
of apparent randomness: the domains and sharp boundaries between them are identiﬁed easily despite the fact that
the domains themselves have positive entropy and their boundaries move stochastically. The example shows the use
of—and need for—domain-preprocessing (Algorithm 4). That is, rapid resynchronization is achieved using a ﬁlter built
from optimized, non-minimal domains. The ﬁnal example demonstrates the transducer (constructed by Algorithms 2
and 4) detecting domains in a multi-stationary process—what is called the change-point problem in statistical time-
series analysis. This example emphasizes that the methods developed here are not limited to cellular automata. More
importantly, it highlights several of the subtleties of multi-regular language ﬁltering and clearly illustrates the need for
the domain-preprocessing Algorithm 4.
4.1. ECA 110
First consider ECA 110, illustrated earlier in Fig. 1. Its domains are easy to see visually; they have the form sub(w∗)
for some ﬁnite word w. Its dominant domain is sub(w∗) = sub[(00010011011111)∗], illustrated in Fig. 9. In fact,
the transducer Filter({sub[(00010011011111)∗]}), constructed from this single domain, ﬁlters ECA 110’s space-time
behavior well; see Fig. 10.
Notice, in that ﬁgure, the wide variety of particle-like domain defects that the ﬁltered version lays bare. Note,
moreover, how these particles move and collide according to consistent rules. These particles are important to ECA 110’s
computational properties; a subset can be used to implement a Post Tag system [23] and thus simulate arbitrary Turing
machines [4].
4.2. ECA 18
Next, consider ECA 18, illustrated earlier in Fig. 2. It is somewhat more challenging to ﬁlter, because its domain
D = sub ([0(0 + 1)]∗) has positive entropy. As a result, its particles are difﬁcult—although by no means impossible—
to see with the naked eye. Nevertheless, the stack-based algorithm ﬁlters its space-time diagrams extremely well, as
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Fig. 8. The equivalent, non-minimal domains {D′1,D′2} = Optimize({D1,D2}) obtained by applying Algorithm 4 to the positive-entropy domains
D1 and D2 in Fig. 7. (D′1 (top) and D′2 (bottom).) The “Start” arrows are omitted for clarity (all states are starting), and some of the transitions are
drawn with dashed arrows to help the reader distinguish the recurrent states.
illustrated in Fig. 2 (right). There, black rectangles are drawn where maximal substrings overlap, and vertical bars
are drawn where maximal substrings abut. As mentioned earlier, these particles, whose precise location is somewhat
ambiguous, follow random walks and pairwise annihilate whenever they touch [7,11,18].
It is worth mentioning that the transducer Filter({D}) produces a less precise ﬁltrate in this case—and that
Filter(Optimize({D})) does no better. Indeed, since breaks in ECA 18’s domain have the form · · · 1(02n)1 · · ·, the
precise location of the domain break is ambiguous: if reading left-to-right, it does not occur until the 1 on the right of
02n is read; whereas, if reading right-to-left, it does not occur until the 1 on the left is read. In other words, if reading
left-to-right, the transducer Filter({D}) detects only the right edges of the black triangles of Fig. 2 (right). Similarly, if
reading right-to-left, it detects only the left edges of these triangles. In this case it is possible to ﬁll in the space between
these pairs of edges to obtain the output of the stack-based algorithm.
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Fig. 9. ECA 110’s principal domain, sub[(00010011011111)∗].
Fig. 10. An ECA 110 space-time diagram (left) ﬁltered by the transducer Filter({sub[(00010011011111)∗]}) (right).
4.3. CA 2614700074
Now consider the binary, next-to-nearest neighbor (i.e. k=r=2) CA 2614700074, shown in Fig. 11. Crutchﬁeld and
Hanson constructed it expressly to have the positive-entropy domains D1 and D2 in Fig. 7 [6].
As illustrated inFig. 11, the optimal transducer Filter(Optimize({D1,D2}))ﬁlters this CA’s outputwell.This illustrates
a practical advantage of multi-regular language ﬁltering: it can detect structure embedded in randomness. Notice how
the ﬁlter easily identiﬁes the domains and sharp boundaries separating them, even though the domains themselves have
positive entropy and their boundaries move stochastically.
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Fig. 11. Binary, next-to-nearest neighbor CA 2614700074 space-time diagram (left) ﬁltered by the transducer Filter(Optimize({D1,D2})) (right).
The white regions on the right correspond to the domain D1, the gray to the domain D2. The black squares separating these regions correspond to
the interruption symbols h′(s, s′) that the transducer emits between domains.
It is worth noting that in place of the gray regions of Fig. 11 so clearly identiﬁed by the optimal transducer as
corresponding to the second domainD2, the simpler transducer Filter({D1,D2}) produces a regular checkering of false
domain breaks (not pictured). This is because, when examining the sole forbidden transition (s, a) = (2, 1) of the ﬁrst
domain D1, Algorithm 2 discovers that the ﬁrst non-empty set Sd=1,=4 = {2, 4, 5} contains three resynchronization
states. It unfortunately abandons both states 4 and 5, which belong to the second domain, instead choosing to resynchro-
nize to the original state 2 itself, because it occurs alone in the next set S1,5. As a result, the transducer Filter({D1,D2})
has no transitions leaving the ﬁrst domain whatsoever and is therefore incapable of detecting jumps from the ﬁrst
domain to the second. This is why it outputs a checkering of domain breaks instead of correctly resynchronizing to
the second domain. The optimal transducer does not suffer from this problem, because Algorithm 4 splits state 2 into
several new ones, from which unambiguous resynchronization to the appropriate state—2, 4, or 5—is possible.
4.4. Change-point problem: Filtering multi-stationary sources
Leaving cellular automata behind, consider a binary information source that hops with low probability between the
two three-state domainsD1 andD2 in Fig. 12 (top). This source illustrates how subtle multi-regular language ﬁltering,
and in particular the construction of the optimal transducer Filter(Optimize({Di}), can be.
To appreciate how subtle ﬁltering with the domains D1 and D2 is—and why the extra states of Optimize({D1,D2})
are needed to do it—consider the following. First choose any ﬁnite word w of the form:
(06 + 0312)∗03120.
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Fig. 12. Two similar three-state domains D1 (top left) and D2 (top right) illustrate how subtle the construction of the optimal transducer
Filter(Optimize({Di })) can be: the automaton A′ := Det(
⊔
Optimize({D1,D2})) (below), from which the optimal transducer is constructed,
has 69 states—the unoptimized automaton A := Det(D1 unionsq D2) (not pictured) has 30.
As the ambitious reader can verify, on the one hand, both of the strings 101111w and 110w belong to the domain D2.
In fact, both correspond to unique paths through D1 unionsq D2 ending in state 5 of Fig. 12 (top). On the other hand, the
strings 01111w1 and 10w1 are also domain words—the ﬁrst belonging to D2, but the second belonging to D1. In fact,
01111w1 corresponds to a unique path through D1 unionsq D2 ending in state 6, while 10w1 corresponds to a unique path
ending in state 3.
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As a result, these four strings are the maximal substrings of the non-domain strings 101111w1 and 110w1, as
indicated by the brackets below:
corresponds to a unique path through
D2 ending in state 5︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 0 1 1 1 1 w 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
corresponds to a unique path through
D2 ending in state 6
corresponds to a unique path through
D2 ending in state 5︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 1 0 w 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
corresponds to a unique path through
D1 ending in state 3
This example illustrates several important points. First of all, it shows that when the naive transducer Filter({D1,D2})
reaches the forbidden letter 1 at the end of either of these two strings, the state 2 reached does not preserve enough
information to resynchronize to the appropriate state—3 or 6, respectively. As a result, it must either make a guess—at
the risk of choosing incorrectly and then later reporting an artiﬁcial domain break (as in the preceding cellular automaton
example)—or else jump to one of its non-recurrent states, emitting a potentially long chain of s until it can re-infer
from future input what was already determined by past input.
As unsettling as this may be, the example illustrates something far more nefarious. Since an arbitrarily long word
w can be chosen, it is impossible to ﬁx the problem by splitting the states of Filter({D1,D2}) so as to buffer ﬁnite
windows of past input. In fact, because w is chosen from a language with positive entropy, the number of windows that
would need to be buffered grows exponentially.
At this point achieving optimal resynchronization might seem hopeless, but it actually is possible. This is what makes
Algorithm 4—and in particular the proof that it terminates (Proposition 6)—not only surprising, but extremely useful.
Indeed, recall that instead of splitting states according to ﬁnite windows,Algorithm 4 splits them according to entire
regular languages of past input and that, by Proposition 6, a ﬁnite number of these regular languages will always
sufﬁce to achieve optimal resynchronization. And so, instead of reaching the same original state 2 when reading the
strings 101111w and 110w, the optimal transducer Filter(Optimize({D1,D2})) reaches two distinct states (2, E) and
(2, E ′), where 101111w ∈ Lang(E) and 110w ∈ Lang(E ′). These two split states are labeled with the enlarged integers
15 and 13, respectively, in Fig. 12 (bottom), which shows A′ := Det(⊔Optimize({D1,D2}))—the automaton from
which Filter(Optimize({D1,D2})) is constructed.As illustrated in that ﬁgure, the optimal transducer has 69 states—the
unoptimized automaton A := Det(D1 unionsq D2) (not pictured) has 30.
5. Conclusion
We posed the multi-regular language ﬁltering problem and presented two methods for solving it. The ﬁrst, although
providing the ideal solution, requires a stack, has a worst-case compute time that grows quadratically in string length,
and conditions its output at any point on arbitrarily long windows of future input. The second method was to algorith-
mically construct a ﬁnite transducer that approximates the ﬁrst algorithm. In contrast to the stack-based algorithm it
approximates, however, the transducer requires only a ﬁnite amount of memory, runs in linear time, and gives imme-
diate output for each letter read—signiﬁcant improvements for cellular automata structural analysis and, we suspect,
for other applications as well. It is, moreover, the best possible approximation with these three features. Finally, we
applied both methods to the computational-mechanics structural analysis of cellular automata and to a version of the
change-point problem from time-series analysis.
Future directions for this work include generalization both to probabilistic patterns and transducers and to higher
dimensions. Although both seem difﬁcult, the latter seems most daunting—at least from the standpoint of transducer
construction—because there is as yet no consensus on how to approach the subtleties of high-dimensional automata
theory. (See, for example, Refs. [13,22] for discussions of two-dimensional generalizations of regular languages and
patterns.) Note, however, that the basic notion of maximal substrings underlying the stack-based algorithm is easily
generalized to a broader notion of higher-dimensional maximal connected subregions, although we suspect that this
generalization will be much more difﬁcult to compute.
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In the introduction we alluded to a range of additional applications of multi-regular language ﬁltering. Segmenting
time series into structural components was illustrated by the change-point example. This type of time series problem
occurs inmany areas, however, such as in speech processingwhere the structural components are hiddenMarkovmodels
of phonemes, for example, and in image segmentationwhere the structural components are objects or even textures. One
of the more promising areas, though, is genomics. In genomics there is often quite a bit of prior biochemical knowledge
about structural regions in biosequences. Finally, when coupled with statistical inference of stationary domains, so that
the structural components are estimated from a data stream, multi-regular language ﬁltering should provide a powerful
and broadly applicable pattern detection tool.
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Appendix A. Automata theory preliminaries
In this appendix we review the deﬁnitions and results from automata theory that are essential to our exposition. A
good source for these preliminaries is Ref. [19], although its authors employ altogether different notation, which does
not suit our needs.
A.1. Automata
An automaton A over an alphabet (A) is a collection of states S(A), together with subsets Start(A),Final(A) ⊂
S(A), and a collection of transitions T (A) ⊂ S(A) × (A) × S(A). We call an automaton ﬁnite if both S(A) and
T (A) are.
An automaton A accepts a string  = a1a2 · · · an if there is a sequence of transitions (s1, a1, s2), (s2, a2, s3), . . . ,
(sn−1, an, sn) ∈ T (A) such that s1 ∈ Start(A) and sn ∈ Final(A). Denote the collection of all strings that A accepts
by Lang(A). Two automata A and B are said to be equivalent if Lang(A) = Lang(B).
We can think of an automaton as a directed graph whose edges are labeled with symbols from (A). In this view,
an automaton accepts precisely those strings that correspond to paths through its graph beginning in its start states and
ending in its ﬁnal ones.
An automaton A is said to be semi-deterministic if any pair of its transitions that agree in the ﬁrst two slots are
identical, that is, any pair of transitions of the form (s1, a, s2) and (s1, a, s′2) ∈ T (A) satisfy s2 = s′2. A deterministic
automaton is one that is semi-deterministic and that has a single start state. If A is deterministic, then each string of
Lang(A) corresponds to precisely one path through A’s graph.
For two automata A and B, let A unionsq B denote their disjoint union—the automaton over the alphabet (A) ∪ (B)
whose states are the disjoint union of the states of A and B, i.e. S(A unionsq B) = S(A) unionsq S(B) (and similarly for its
start and ﬁnal states) and whose transitions are the union of the transitions of A and B. In this way, Lang(A unionsq B) =
Lang(A) ∪ Lang(B).
In this terminology, a domain is a semi-deterministic ﬁnite automaton D whose states are all start and ﬁnal states,
i.e. Start(D) = S(D) = Final(D), and whose graph is strongly connected—i.e., there is a path from any one state to
any other.
Finally, a domain D is said to be minimal if all equivalent domains D′ satisfy |S(D)| |S(D′)|.
A.2. Standard results
Lemma A.1. Every automatonA is equivalent to a canonical deterministic automatonDet(A)whose states correspond
to collections of A’s states; in other words, there is a natural injection:
Det(A) : S(Det(A)) ↪→ {S ⊂ S(A)}.
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Here “natural” means “compatible with transition structure”. More precisely, it means that (s1, a, s2) ∈ T (Det(A))
if and only if every state s′2 ∈ Det(A)(s2) has at least one state s′1 ∈ Det(A)(s1) with (s′1, a, s′2) ∈ T (A).
Lemma A.2. IfA and B are automata, then there is a canonical automatonA∩B that accepts precisely those strings
accepted by both A and B; that is, Lang(A ∩ B) = Lang(A) ∩ Lang(B). If A and B are deterministic, then so is
A ∩ B. Moreover, there is a natural injection S(A ∩ B) ↪→ S(A) × S(B), which restricts to injections Start(A ∩ B)
↪→ Start(A) × Start(B) and Final(A ∩ B) ↪→ Final(A) × Final(B).
Here “natural” again means “compatible with transition structure”. More precisely, here it means that (s1, a, s2) ∈
T (A ∩ B) if and only if (i(s1), a, i(s2)) ∈ T (A) for i = 1 and 2, where i is a projection to the ith factor.
A.3. Transducers
A transducer T from an alphabet (T ) to an alphabet ′(T ) is an automaton on the alphabet (T ) × ′(T ). We
will use the more traditional notation (s, b|c, s′) in place of (s, (b, c), s′) ∈ T (T ).
The input of a transducer T is the automaton In(T ) whose states, start states, and ﬁnal states are the same as T ’s,
but whose transitions are given by T (In(T )) := {(s, b, s′) : (s, b|c, s′) ∈ T (T )}. Similarly, the output of a transducer
T is the automaton Out(T ) whose transitions are given by T (Out(T )) := {(s, c, s′) : (s, b|c, s′) ∈ T (T )}.
A transducer T is said to be well deﬁned if In(T ) is deterministic, because such a transducer determines a function
from Lang(In(T )) onto Lang(Out(T )).
Appendix B. Implementation
To give the reader a sense for how the algorithms work, we rigorously implementedAlgorithm 2 in the programming
language Haskell, which represents the state of the art in polymorphicaly typed, lazy, purely functional programming
language design. Its concise syntax enables us to implement the algorithm in a few dozen lines of code. The code and
documentation are available at http://cse.ucdavis.edu/∼cmg/compmech/pubs/apd.htm.
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